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Lunarium

An old woman tends the garden
Outside the duplex lunarium

A small yard fenced in
With soil and pebbles

A large telescope sticks
Out the top of an attic
Converted into an 
Observation tower

Inside is one bed
Where the whole family sleeps
A knock at the door
And the house awakens

You were asleep when I woke you
And now you're stretching
Bright eyed with a sweet face
And couldn't be more alive

Claustrophobic breakfast now
Sunbeams shine through windows

I'd love to stick around
If there's room for me
I'd love to take you out
If you'd go out with me

You're warm when 
The sun goes away
Curtained by clouds
And the drops rain

Your hand is a comfort
Outside the house
In the meadows
Across a lake from the city

We're so far away
But again and again
We're drawn to the house
To the lunarium

To tend to its gardens
Ecstatic wardens
And carefree as can be
So paradoxically
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Zailent Spring OS

It's spring
We're in the recursion quarter
In this season
Of sun and green

To the future I lean
With my digital digits
Clacking away on my
Keyboard once again

With these light gales
Of finger-falls
Do I find the grace in
Gracility 

May on the horizon
And these zailent 
Revolutions are playing
Out over and over again

They bring with them the hope
As I fabricate and 
Spin my webs
And trap the spring as prey

The lightest breeze
Across my arms and face
As I sit and contemplate
Of what to make

Of what brew shall this
Rock be hewn
Like the acid in these
Keyboard keys I turn and weave

Another energy
Another Spring
Into summer zailent and free
May is the next time for me

This is my system
The ultimate OS
Reborn to run to the
Edge of the world

After the fall
And the reality
We're in spring
Once again

Now they type and unlock
Because it's what's right
And the force that compels 
One to run rather than walk

I'm back in time to 2808
When music meant everything
And it's aflame all around
Feel it all around

No doomsday
No fugue state
But spitfire
And lashing the state

Right in
Breakin' a sweat
We're reaching the summit
And we'll make it bun dem

Now there's bonfires
In rage valley
And the centipedes there
Make fire hives 

It's all in unison
These hopeful fires
By digital digits
And wind for fuel

Revolution of environments
Yearning for bright nights
Partly cloudy and storming
Skies never dropping down

Could this be
The sunhammer
Coming to 
Split the atom

Yes

We are virtual

Gone nuclear and alive
And this fire's our battle siren
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Mossman Cense

Burnt graphite from
Wooden pencils
And charred ink
From cheap pens

Clashes with the dark halls
Of college buildings
Flashlight lit to
Permeate paranoia

Waterlogged woods in rain
Into Green River
To runoff and drain 
Through blacktop lanes

A lurking wraith
With no legs
Silent hovering
Stalking the place

But a face
Frozen in horror
And hooded reach
To touch with dank hands

Of mossy fingers 
Slowly roaming
These somber halls
Plying as it goes

The spirit of Green River
A marshy haunting in
Grim labyrinthine corridors:
Neurosis be thy name
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Vagabondage

Give me a shemagh
And a 
Jacket for the rain

Let me hide
From the breeze

A pair of leggings
And (a)
Two platform shoes

So I can walk
Through puddles and streets

Red and blue
Bruisy hues
Green and grey
Colors of cuts, too

Salted wounds
Scars from
Vagabondage

Black wrapped clothing
Bandaging
City nights like
Those by Van Gogh

I feel so royal
Colored
Drab and indigo

Give me a shemagh
And a 
Jacket for the rain

Let me walk
And deeply breathe

Every microgram
Of dye
Drops stain my body

My wrapping wicks
The wounds away

Give me a shemagh
And a 
Jacket for the rain

I'm on the run
A vagabond

I feel so royal
Colored
Drab and indigo

These starry nights
Are ones I know

Dressed in indigo
And drab I'll go
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Death6ish

We planned out harvest
In August
And we knew what we
Were doing

Blue skies 
Rich soil
Hills like
Gold foil

Yet this doesn't feel like home
To us
This endless sunshine and white
Clouds in the ocean blue

We work with what we've wrought

When the weather rots
And clouds enrage 
At the prospect
Of having not rained

These are the seeds we've got
Growing relicous vines and fruit
With a taste that makes cheeks hot
Against an autummnal chill

These seeds that grip and root
Entrench and shoot
Through the dirt
And cobble rocks

We work with what we've wrought

Cherry plot ploughshares
Beaten into swords to defend
Our fields from thieves
Looking to steal our bounty

The fields are our quarry
In September it's us and no worry
Some fruits are for harvest
Ripe already

Skies tint a poppy hue
Days are shorn and more rouge
Seeds sprout everywhere
In bloom the dirt's deluged

This is our joyous spring
Our warm summer
And our jolly winter
All in this fallish weather

Meadows in infras and yellows
And fierce copper fields
Rife with ripe-wroughts
Shimmering in somber breeze

We work with what we've wrought
Into October
Still

When the wind cannot still
And our ploughs 
Beaten back again will
Work the ground now colored
Charred and hazel

November and

Swords stand like gargoyles
In the eroding chill
Above a bounty of copper crops
Bearing delicious hot fruit

Our livelihood and sustenance
Our
Brave vermillion 
And
Valiant harvest

No matter what
Come bad crops
Or storms nonstop
Hell or high water

We 
Work
With
What
We've
Wrought
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